Testing a data path in a digital system such as a microcontroller requires checking every possible way of sending data between the functional units. This paper considers a task of generating a test bench for a given data path, which covers every way of data sending with minimized number of simulations of microinstructions. We present a method in which a data path is modeled by a Petri net. The task of optimal test bench generation is formulated as a task of covering all transitions by a sequence with minimal length. It can be solved by finding certain T-invariant of the net and a firing sequence corresponding to it. The proposed method is illustrated by two case studies of testing data paths of simple processors.
INTRODUCTION
The von Neumann computer architecture defines the control unit as a distinct part of a design. Nowadays, a digital system is often considered as a composition of control unit (CU) and data path (DP) (Fig. 1) . The separate synthesis methods for data path and control unit are developed (Baranov, 2008; Barkalow and Wegrzyn, 2006; Wisniewski, 2009 To verify a formal specification of a design, a test bench should be constructed. Among the necessary components of a test bench there are input vectors (stimuli) and the expected output vectors. The design is simulated with the stimuli at its input, and the output values being the result of simulation are compared to the expected values. If there is a difference between them, then the mistakes in the design are detected (Baranov, 2008) .
As far as data path and control unit are designed separately, it is reasonable to test them also separately, constructing special test bench for each of them. Data path consists of such units as memory blocks, registers, arithmetic logic units, counters, multiplexors and so on. For testing a data path it is necessary to check every direct connection between its units at least once. But it is possible to write some input data directly only to the inputs of a DP. We also suppose that it is possible to read data only from the "output" units. If a data path is represented by an oriented graph, where nodes correspond to the data path units, and arcs correspond to direct data sending between the units (a connection graph), then the task of data path testing can be presented as a task of covering all arcs of the graph by the paths from its start nodes to end nodes. Note that "sending" data from a data path unit to itself (such as operation i := i + 1, where i is implemented as a counter) also should be checked; such situation can be represented in a connection graph as a self-loop. Also, every microinstruction should be checked, even if two or more microinstructions send data between the same pair of units (it means that a connection graph may have multi-edges).
An algorithm for automated generation of a testing sequence of microinstructions for data path by means of connection graph covering is presented in (Karatkevich and Baranov, 2010) ; the task is reduced to one of the variants of the route inspection problem, which can be effectively solved. But there is a problem with the graph-based approach: if a microinstruction may contain several microoperations (which is usual for control units (Baranov, 2008) ), then one microinstruction may send data between more than two data path units. A test sequence consists of microinstructions, not of microoperations. Then we cannot directly obtain a test sequence from a path in a data path connection graph. So it is reasonable to model a data path not just by a graph, but by a Petri net (where a transition represents a microinstruction), and to solve the task by generating a minimized firing sequence covering all its transitions. The presented paper describes an algorithm of test sequence generation for data path, using Petri net as a data path model.
PETRI NETS
Petri nets are used as one of the basic models of concurrent discrete systems (Murata, 1989; Peterson, 1981) . A Petri net can be considered as a bipartite oriented graph with two kinds of nodes: places and transitions (Fig. 2) . Places of a net may contain tokens, and a configuration of the tokens is called a marking (state) of the net. A marking is denoted as M, with some indexes if needed. A marking is safe if no place contains more than one token. A marking can be changed by firing (execution) of the enabled transitions. An enabled transition is such transition that every its input place (a place from which an arc leads to the transition) contains a token. Transition firing removes a token from each input place and adds a token to each output place (a place to which an arc leads from the transition) of it. Note that we will need, among others, the transitions without input or output places. A transition without input places is always enabled; a transition without output places, when firing, does not add any token anywhere. For a Petri net N with n transitions and m places, the incidence matrix A = [a i j ] is an m × n matrix such that
where a 
An integer n-vector x is a T-invariant, if
A firing count vector of a firing sequence (a sequence of transition firings) σ is an n-vector of nonnegative integers σ such that the ith entry of σ denotes the number of times transition t i fires in sequence σ.
Theorem 1 (Murata, 1989) 
IDEA OF THE METHOD
Let us construct for given data path a modeling Petri net in the following way. A place corresponds to every data path unit; a transition t i corresponds to every microinstruction Y i , and a place p j is an input place for t i if and only if there is a microoperation in Y i such that it sends data from the unit corresponding to p j ; place p k is an output place for t i if and only if there is a microoperation in Y i such that it sends data to the unit corresponding to p k . Now, let us remove every place corresponding to an input or output data path unit. It will cause that our net will have transitions without input places and transitions without output places. Indeed, at any moment we can write data to the input units and read from the output units. Hence any firing sequence in the obtained net will correspond to a possible way of data sending in the data path.
Suppose that initially the Petri net has no tokens. The tokens can be introduced by firing the transitions without input places. Any nonempty firing sequence leading from empty marking back to empty marking corresponds to data sending from input to output units of the data path. As follows from Theorem 1, a Tinvariant corresponds to every such firing sequence. By finding a T-invariant x > 0 we can find a firing sequence covering all transitions, which will correspond to a sequence of microinstructions allowing to check every connection in the data path.
To find the T-invariants, it is necessary to solve the system of linear equations A T x = 0. It can be solved by Gauss' method (Hefferon, 2008) . Then, finding among the set of solutions one which consists of positive integers and has minimal sum of values of the variables is a linear programming task which can be solved by the simplex method or another appropriate method (Vanderbei, 2008) . When the minimal T-invariant covering all transitions is obtained, a corresponding firing sequence can be calculated from it. The test sequence of the microinstructions can be obtained from the firing sequence.
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Below the algorithm of test sequence generation is presented.
1. Create a Petri net N, where places correspond to the internal data path units, and transitions correspond to possible data transfers between the units (including input and output ones); one transition corresponds to one microinstruction. 2. Solve the system of linear equations A T x = 0 by Gauss' method. Note that the rows of A corresponding to the self-loops and to direct data sending from input to output units consist of zeros. As far as any values of the corresponding entries of a T-invariant are possible, use value 1 of them. If the system has no solutions, go to step 7. 3. Find the solution consisting of positive integers with minimal sum. It can be formulated as a linear programming problem with the function to be maximized f (x) = −x 1 − x 2 − ... − x n (note that not every x i is a free variable) and problem constrains x 1 > 0, x 2 > 0, ..., x n > 0. If the problem has no trivial solution, it can be solved by the simplex method. 4. Construct for the selected solution (T-invariant)
x a firing sequence σ with its firing count vector equal to x such that every reached marking is safe. 6. The test sequence is constructed successfully. The end.
7. Constructing of the test sequence failed (this possibility is discussed below). The end.
8. Constructing of the test sequence failed, an inconsistency in the design is detected (this possibility is discussed below). The end.
EXAMPLES

General Information
For the examples we use the designs created by means of the experimental EDA tool Abelite which implements high-level synthesis and a very fast optimizing synthesis of FSM and combinational circuits (Baranov, 2008; Baranov, 2009 ). The Abelite design methodology follows the common model in which any digital system is regarded as a composition of control unit and data path. One of the main concepts used in this methodology is the construction of the so-called naked data path, which doesn't contain any cloud circuits, only standard regular units. The data path design is described in detail in (Baranov, 2008) .
A Simple Processor
As the first example we use a design of a very simple processor implementing two operations -the bubble sort and the search of the maximal element. It is an improved version of the design described in (Baranov, 2009). List of its microinstructions is presented in Table 1 . The connection graph of the data path is presented in Figure 3 . The Petri net modeling the data path is shown in Figure 4 . "Non-existing" places (corresponding to input and output data path units) and the incident arcs are dashed. Numbers of transitions correspond to numbers of microinstructions.
The T-invariants for the net shown in Figure 4 can be obtained by solving the following system, where numbers of variables correspond to numbers of transitions in Figure 4 : The solution set can be described by the following equations:
+2x 20 x 3 = x 10 − x 13 + x 17 + x 20 x 5 = 2x 9 − 2x 10 + x 15 − 2x 16 − 2x 17 −2x 20 + x 21 x 6 = x 7 + 2x 17 + 2x 20 x 8 = x 10 + x 16 + 2x 17 + 2x 20
The function which should be minimized (keeping all free and bound variables positive integers) is ∑ 21 i=1 x i = x 2 + x 4 + 2x 7 + 2x 9 + 3x 10 + x 12 + x 14 + 2x 15 + 2x 16 + 6x 17 + 3x 19 + 6x 20 + 2x 21 . One of the minimal solutions (the T-invariant we are looking for) is (3, 1, 2, 1, 2, 5, 1, 6, 4, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 
A More Complex Processor
As the second example we use more complex and realistic design -a 16-bit processor described in (Baranov, 2008 ). To save place we limit our consideration only to the 16-bit microoperations which transfer information from the output of one unit to the input of another unit (excluding the operations which are executed in one operational unit). List of such microoperations and corresponding microinstructions is presented in Table 2 . The connection graph of the data path is presented in Figure 5 . The modeling Petri net is not shown, because in this case it is too complex to be readable. There are 5 internal blocks in this datapath: RALU, M0[Adr0], M1[Adr1], IR2 and PC. So the system of equations which should be solved to obtain the T-invariants consists of 5 equations (numbers of the variables correspond to the numbers of microinstructions): 
Its minimal positive integer solution is: 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 1, 1, 1, 6, 1, 2, 1, 4) .
After constructing a firing sequence corresponding to this T-invariant (item 4 of the algorithm) and test sequence corresponding to the firing sequence (item 5) we obtain:
This sequence covers every connection and is more representative than the "hand-made" sequence presented in (Baranov, 2008) .
As it can be seen from the description of the algorithm, the situations are possible in which it fails to generate a test sequence. It happens when there is no T-invariant x > 0 for the modeling Petri net or when for the obtained T-invariant the appropriate firing sequence does not exist. The second variant means two possibilities: there is no firing sequence for the obtained T-invariant that starts in empty marking or such sequence exists, but leads through an unsafe marking. Three mentioned situations are illustrated in Figure 6 . The first of them (Figure 6a ; there is no T-invariant without zero entries) corresponds to a case which is not impossible (however rather untypical) in a correct design. In this case any sequence of microinstructions which transfers data from input to output units of the data path either reads more than once from the same unit without writing to it between those readings (p 1 ), or writes to an internal unit without reading from it (p 2 ). Then the method described in (Karatkevich and Baranov, 2010) can be applied.
Two other situations signalize that something is wrong in the data path structure or in the structure of microinstructions. If a firing sequence leading from an empty marking back to itself and covering all transitions does not exist (Figure 6b) , then there is an internal unit (p 3 ) from which data are read before writing in it. If such firing sequence exists but has to go through an unsafe marking (Figure 6c) , then there is a unit (p 2 ) to which data are written more than once without reading from it between those writings, which means that some data are lost.
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed method provides possibility of automated generation of sequences of microinstructions for testing data path of a digital design constructed as a composition of a data path and a control unit.
Such sequence is a necessary part of a test bench. The method we propose takes into account structure of microinstructions, which may consist of several microoperations. Using Petri net as a model of data path was found to be suitable for such cases. However, the method described here at first generates a long sequence with multiple repetitions of some transitions and then constructs a sequence of microinstructions which may be remarkable shorter. Further research should concentrate on checking whether it is possible to build a minimized sequence directly, avoiding constructing a firing sequence corresponding to the T-invariant of the modeling Petri net (as in this method) or a postman tour in the modeling graph (as in (Karatkevich and Baranov, 2010) ).
